
Hailing from a lineage of strong, fierce,
independent women who survived wars

Devoting life to basketball that became a
ticket into the world, education, and work

Leaping into new life on a new continent
despite fear, mistakes, lack of language

Losing a job when pregnant, starting a
business, creating paid maternity leave

Overcoming depression and burnout while
transforming lives, marriages, businesses

Becoming intuitive and conscious parent
raising awakened beings while traveling

Answering soul's calling to take kids out of
school and return to Slovenia to heal

Reconciling differences, softening into
receive to strengthen & deepen marriage

Establishing boundaries and making hard
decisions in congruence to advocacy 

Mastering the art of intentional living by
integrating spirituality in business model

Building capacity & stamina to sustain,
choosing to thrive despite pandemic

Emerging Aquarian leadership, impact on
Elite athletes, business owners, executives

Supporting elite athletes and leaders in
new ways, birth of Elite Mystique Agency

Sara Oblak Speicher, MBA redefines the possible in new ways.
Her greatest gift is this innate ability to inspire others to
reimagine, design, and live their legacy now, and turning their
boldest dreams into reality. 

Leveraging 20+ years of international experiences, and though
a proprietary blend of metaphysical, vibrational, and
kinesthetic principles with mindset mastery and everyday
practicality, Sara architects new frameworks, and channels
quantum strategies and tactics that align with her client's
vibratory frequency, vision, and destiny.

She has been a (not so secret) Strategic & Spiritual weapon,
Managerial & Organization Genius, and Mindset Maven
trusted by some of the most inspiring socially-conscious
thought leaders, elite athletes, progressive business owners,
and visionary executives across various industries.

Born and raised in a small medieval town in Slovenia, she
served as team captain at European Women’s Basketball
Championship before accepting an invitation to join a NCAA-
D1 team in New York City. There, she completed her bachelor’s
and MBA degree with honors, and now runs her business in
non-native language. She is also a partner at Elite Mystique
Agency.

Avid traveler, trailblazer, advocate, Sara plays into limitless
possibilities, and is a survivor of postpartum depression &
severe burnout (that nearly killed her, her business, and
marriage) which became her spiritual awakening.

Living her mission and walking her talk (oftentimes in high
heels despite being 6'1" tall), Sara currently resides in the
Lower Hudson Valley with her husband, their two young
globetrotting daughters, and three furry rescues.

Sara Oblak Speicher
sara@saraoblakspeicher.com 
www.makeyourlifeyourlegacy.com
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http://www.makeyourlifeyourlegacy.com/
http://www.facebook.com/saraospeicher
http://www.linkedin.com/in/saraospeicher/
http://www.youtube.com/channel/UCxtZAG_hiH3czhZO0dWz2zA

